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secRMM Benefits - Law Firms
Technology has provided many benefits 
to law practices from streamlining client 
communication to rapid document review.  
However, it is important to remember that 
attorneys are responsible for the management 
and security of client’s property, including 
documents kept digitally.  The regularity of 
cyber theft causing massive loss of client/
customer data only highlights the need to take 
proactive measures to reduce the risk of a 
breach. 

Often breaches occur through employee’s use 
of removable storage, including thumb drives 
and smart phones.  secRMM addresses and 
mitigates these security holes by controlling 
and monitoring file copy activity. 

It is within law practices scope of legal and 
ethical responsibility to understand the 
potential risks involved with utilizing new 
technologies.  The ability to copy many files 
quickly and efficiently cannot be overstated.  
However, without the correct security 
measures in place, such as deploying secRMM, 
a law practice may be subjecting itself to 
potential liability due to data theft. 



Secure the Advantages
▶ Detailed auditing/monitoring of removable storage device

activity
▶ Auditing includes complete source file path (local drives &

network shares)
▶ Monitors all storage devices including Mobile (smart

phones/tablets), USB thumb drives, encrypted drives, CD/
DVD, external hard drives & SD cards

▶ Logs failed & successful file copy operations providing the
who, what, where, when & how

▶ Simple deployment: no additional framework required
▶ Microsoft Integration: central management, monitoring,

& reporting using Microsoft System Center and/or Active
Directory
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Software Solution to Control and 
Secure Removable Storage
Removable storage devices provide convenience and efficiency.  
Unfortunately, these devices can be a real threat, leaving 
companies susceptible to data theft.  Squadra Technologies’, 
secRMM, provides organizations the perfect tool to securely 
manage data assets while permitting productivity with the use 
of these devices.

secRMM’s simple authorization policy rules allow organizations 
to control the who, what, where, when, and how of data 
copied from their network to removable storage devices.  In 
addition, secRMM’s detailed monitoring provides organizations 
advanced forensic analysis to combat unlawful and/or 
unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information.
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